Perception of whether an object can be carried through an aperture depends on anticipated speed.
We investigated whether anticipated speed of locomotion through an aperture influences perception of whether an object can be carried through that aperture. Participants reported whether they would be able to carry objects through an aperture (a) if they were to attempt to walk through the aperture and (b) if they were to attempt to run through the aperture. Furthermore, they did so when the object was held but not seen and when the object was seen but not held. In general, perception was influenced by object width and by anticipated speed but not by perceptual modality. Perceptual boundaries occurred at smaller object widths when participants anticipated running through the aperture than when they anticipated walking through the aperture. The results build on work showing that perception of affordances is influenced by kinetic potential as well as geometric properties and that perception may be supported by the detection of modality-neutral stimulation patterns.